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The manuscript from Lyu et al., presents a 413-year-long Korean pine (Pinus koraiensis) tree-ring chronology for the Laobai Mountain (northeast China). Despite the fact that the paper provides valuable information to understand past changes in temperature in this region, I have several major concerns that prevent me to give a positive assessment of the draft for publication in climate of the past. Hereafter the major points:

Major concerns. 1. It is strange for me to see that radial tree-growth was only correlated to minimum temperature for the period from April to July. I would expect to test a wider period from e.g. April to August or April to September for the reconstruction. 2. I do not understand the use of a non linear model to reconstruct the April-July MMT. What is the added-value of this model? Most of the dendroclimatological studies are based on linear models. To my knowledge logarithmic transfer function are not used for climate reconstruction. The authors should explain in detail the reasons why they chose this type of transfer function and the “biological reality” supported by this model. 3. The comparison between the newly developed reconstruction and other regional and hemispheric reconstructions is not sufficient and only concerns the last decades (p6, L7-23). This weakness does not allow to have a clear idea about the reliability of the new reconstruction. 4. The sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively dedicated to frost disaster events and to the analysis of periodicities in the newly developed reconstruction are too weak and failed to prove (i) that trees properly recorded extreme events and (ii) to properly demonstrate the impacts of solar cycles on temperatures fluctuations in north-eastern China. 5. I would recommend a strong revision of the results and discussion section as several statements remain insufficiently demonstrated (see comments below). In addition, I would also recommend a careful revision of the language by a native speaker.

Minor concerns. 1. P2. L19-22. It would be very valuable for the paper, and especially for readers that are not familiar with recent tree-ring developments, to add a map with the location of the study sites as well as other available chronologies for China. 2. P2. L18-19. "However, tree-ring series were rarely used to reconstruct past climate (especially temperature) in this area because of the exceptional hydrothermal conditions." Could you assess the impact of hydrothermal conditions on radial growth in this region? 3. P2. L20-25. In my opinion, the necessity for a new reconstruction in this area is insufficiently explained. Please consider rephrasing this section. 4. P2. "Therefore, our new temperature record not only furthers the tree-ring series in northeastern China and provides new evidence for regional impacts of past climate variability and changes”. This sentence is not clear, please consider rephrasing. 5. P2. L25-26 “it is important to understand the longitudinal impacts of the climate change on forest ecosystems and human production activities in northeastern China.” This sentence is very confusing. 6. P3. L3. I strongly recommend to add a location map for the study sites. 7. P3. L20. “Tree-ring samples were obtained from the south slope of
Laobai Mountains along an elevational gradient from 950 to 1050 m. It is strange to find temperature-sensitive trees at low altitude, far from the timberline, especially on a south-facing slope. Please provide more detail here to explain how minimal temperatures could be a limiting factor at such altitude for tree-growth. 8. P3. L31-32. "A standard chronology, which preserves more low frequency signals than other chronologies, was used in the subsequent analyses". Accounting for the detrending method used in this study, the negative exponential curve, it is difficult to understand why this detrended chronology would preserve more low frequency. 9. P4. L2-3 I am really surprised that EPS could exceed 0.85 with a sample depth of only 5 trees. 10. P4. L17-18 "and the reduction of error test (RE), and product means test (PMT) are the tools used to verify the results". Please provide the coefficient of efficiency (CE) which is usually used to indicate the significance of the model skill on the verification period. 11. P4. L24-25. "Climate-growth response function analysis showed that the standard chronology was positively correlated with the mean minimum temperatures from January to December in current year". Why did you test such a long period as the growing season is probably limited to April to September? 12. P4. L25-26. "This means that cool or warm conditions are favored for the Korean Pine growth in this area." This sentence is not clear please consider rephrasing. 13. P5. L2-3. "Second, a crucial growth period of the Korean pine is from April to July." Why only April-July and not April-August or April-September, the periods usually used for reconstructions in these regions? did you test all the possible combinations of regressors? In this case, could you please provide an additional table with these analyses? These analyses are even more crucial as the authors state that " the photosynthesis still occurred during autumn, when it is generally the end of growing season; the lower mean minimum temperature reduced the tree respiration, allowing for more photosynthetic products to be stored, thus creating favorable conditions for subsequent tree growth". 14. P5. L25-28. "The longest cold period lasted from 1605 to 1681 AD (77 years), with an average temperature of 1.04°C below the mean value". During most of this period, EPS<0.85, it is thus difficult to consider the reconstruction as reliable during the first part of the 17th century. 15.
from Korean pines properly recorded past climatic extremes.